
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
customer & strategy. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a
look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for customer & strategy

Work with existing analytics teams and other stakeholders, to develop
segment strategies and identify the necessary logistics to bring those
strategies to life
Collaborate extensively with a diverse range of internal and external
stakeholders to guide multi-channel strategies, segmentation and testing
Develop enhancements to behavioral segmentation, lifetime value analysis,
consumer needs research, and other existing analytical tools, working in
tandem with peers in the analytics and research teams
Accountable for the ideation, management and execution of multi-channel
marketing strategies throughout the customer lifecycle (onboarding, early
life, customer engagement/education, loyalty, referral and customer
communications), in order to maximize customer engagement
Drive the calendaring, messaging, testing/optimization, audience selection,
creative development, and analysis/key insights for all campaigns to
continually test, learn and leverage in order to maximize consumer lifetime
value and transactional revenue growth from our base
Manage Loyalty programs for each line of business, driving increased
customer value
Develop metrics to measure performance of implemented initiatives and ROI
Develop and grow the Customer Segment Strategy team through the hiring
of external talent and realignment of existing internal teams
Of customer engagement and CRM initiatives utilizing a solid understanding
of
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Qualifications for customer & strategy

Experience in a customer-driven, service environment where the consumer is
highly-involved in the purchase decision, and the quality of their “experience”
is of paramount importance to increasing retention and fostering brand-
health
Marketing and/or Product Management experience with a branded,
subscription-based or member-based product or service, where maximizing
customer lifetime value requires diligent attention to the nuances of diverse
customer segments, to create an ongoing perception of superior value and
quality (versus competitive choices), and most importantly, an experience
that exceeds member expectations
Consulting experience with one of the large, global firms or specialized
boutique firms (e.g., McKinsey, BCG, Bain, Accenture, Deloitte Monitor), or
vertical experience in industries such as Healthcare, Hospitality, Travel, Retail,
Financial Services, Wireless, or Entertainment, particularly with project
experience focused on “customer engagement and experience.” Strong
preference for “big company” (i.e., Fortune 250) experience
Experience recruiting, hiring, managing, developing, motivating, inspiring and
promoting direct reports, and installing, developing and promoting a
strategic and analytics-driven culture
Demonstrated track record of excellence in the fields of segmentation,
lifecycle marketing, customer analytics, and multi-channel marketing
Experience working closely with database marketers, data warehouse/BI
experts, and CRM system vendors


